ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

The conference will focus on:

- New technologies in the field of waste management
- The National and Regional Management Planning
- Financial Tools in the field of waste management, with emphasis on the practices of Circular Economy
- Discussion between role-players of the public and private sector in the field of Solid Waste Management, as well as their connection with applied research, is also one of the main targets of this conference
- Connection of role-players with applied research

ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Chair: PAPADAKIS ANTONIS, HELLENIC SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

KOUSKOURIS ANDREW, Former President HSWMA & PASEPPE
ILIOPOULOS GEORGE, EPTA S.A.
MARABOUTIS PETROS, ECO EFFICIENCY
ZEVGITIS ANTONIS, WATER & WASTE
ANTHOULI AIDA, Environmental Management Consultant, MSc
TSAKALOU KATERINA, Attica Solid Waste Management Entity
KOKKALI ANNA, HELLENIC SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

To register, please visit https://www.eventora.com/el/Events/5th-eedsa-conference
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

Chair: ARAVOSSIS KONSTANTIN, National Technical University of Athens
ARFANAKOU TASIA, Ministry of Environment – Greece
VARELIDES PETROS, Ministry of Environment – Greece
VELIS COSTAS, University of Leeds
DERMATAS DIMITRIS, National Technical University of Athens
KOMILIS DIMITRIS, Democritus University of Thrace
LASARIDIS KATIA, HARIKOPIO University
LIOGAS VASSILIS, Ministry of Environment – Greece
LOIZIDOU MARIA, National Technical University of Athens
LYBERATOS GERMISOS, National Technical University of Athens
MANIOS THRASSYVOULOS, Technological Educational Institute of Crete
MARINOS YIANNIS, TITAN S.A.
MAVROPOULOS ANTONIS, ISWA
MAHAIRAS YIANNIS, Ministry of Environment – Greece
MOUSSIPOULOS NIKOLAOS, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
SKIADI OLGA, Attica Solid Waste Management Entity
SKORDILIS ADAMANTIOS, Former Director of Hellenic Recycling Agency
TSOMPANIDIS CHRISTOS, ENVIROPLAN A.E.

THEMES OF THE CONFERENCE

1. Circular Economy - New Legislative Framework Requirements
3. Waste Management Technologies and Techniques (Alternative Management Technologies and others)
4. Alternative Waste Management Systems
5. Separation at Source / Automatic Separation Systems of Mixed Waste
7. Institutional Framework for the Implementation of Solid Waste Management Actions (Solid Waste Management Entities, Licensing, Project Auctioning, PPP etc.)
8. Integrated Solid Waste Management at regions of special characteristics (Islands, Tourist attractions’ areas, Distant regions, Mountain areas)
9. Methods and Systems for training / Public Awareness /Citizens Reward and Payt – Training and Skills Certification
10. Successful Case Studies for Recycling at Source and Biowaste in Greece
11. Tourism, Catering, Littering and Circular Economy
12. Marine Pollution Management
13. Procedures for reaching a Social Agreement for the construction of treatment infrastructures
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Solid Waste Management & its Contribution to Circular Economy
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